
Which HEP information system do you use? SPIRES -> Why?

   This is the one of the most complete for HEP information system, with citations, links to the 

electronic full texts (if available) in arXiv, in publisher sites, and with links to the factual 

databases: pdgLive, HEPDATA, COMPAS, and it is free for use(!). 

   Using the SPIRES in combination with search results from Google is most effective for old 

(pre 1993) texts and

  - To find bibliographic references. 

  - To search for articles by author name or abstract key word.

 - Easy to find papers/preprints once the reference is given

 - Easy to access (all) the papers/preprints citing another paper

 - Easy to search papers of a specific author

  Easy to use and to access

 - It is simple to use 

 - I always find the information I am looking for

  Most flexible, will end up pointing to arXiv any ways.

 convinien and efficient

- easy to handle

- quite complete

- easy to use

- very complete

- most complete list of papers

- high speed response

- excellent cross links

- not restricted to HEP, but covering all the areas of science (I am active in radiation 

biology/biophysics/medical physics, not in HEP)

- giving abstracts + cited by + sometimes also fulltexts

Best search and oldest database

easy to do targeted searching a large database

Familiarity, and search features best suited to my needs.  Database goes back further than 

arXiv.  I should note that I am not always clear on whether I am using Spires or arXiv, as they 

1) decades long familiarity with the query language

2) appears to have to broadest coverage of preprints and journals

1) information is better organized (more detailed, etc) 

2) I can find things related to old non-electronic sources 

1) It is possible to find related to my interests papers, missed in the process 

of study of various sections of  arXiv

2) It is possible to find references to the recent papers, not sent to aXiV

3) It is possible to find the information on the Workshops and Conferences and 

the related talks

4) It is possible to find information and references  about old papers, which are not available 

through arXiV 

5) It is possible to find represenantives of scientific communitity (and therefore their works) ,  

which are  interested in the closed to my interests physical

problems

6) Sometimes it is useful to learn the ist of citations  to the definite resrach



1)literature search,

2)job search,

both at least once a day....

1. Comprehensive in our field

2. Links to eprint and published versions

3. Lists of references and citing articles

1. It contains published papers that don't appear in the arxiv.

2. Consult citations.

3. Helps at updating our own data base.

A fairly comprehensive source of papers in my field with fairly good search abilities.

a) links to the arXiv, and to the published version.

b) list of articles citing the given article, and referred to

    by the given article

c) laTex(US) is a useful link for compiling one's own

    list of references via a simple paste command

access to essentially all the documents I need, better search facilities than arXiv

Access to journal papers and listings in Bibtex format

accurate; easy to use and I can find very old papers.

Actually I am using both arXiv and SPIRES.

It provides new publications and an easy way

of searching for and accessing publications relevant to my field of research. 

All in one with links.

All like go to the arxiv but it also links to citations easily.  It also likes to older articles if I need 

All of the articles related to HEP can be gotten from SPIRES.

All of them serve different purposes.

SPIRES  Is broadest for hi E physics info

Allows me to quickly search HEP papers.

Allows to conveniently search for preprints on the arXiv.

Although the content I need is almost all on arXiv, I find SPIRES organizes

that information best for me.

arxiv and spires are similar.

dont know CDS. 

tried google Scholar only a couple of times.

Arxiv is certainly very good however some times

spires is preferred because of its exhaustive search results, 

 list of citations etc. More over, for papers before 1991 some times, spires provides links to 

scanned version of the original.

This becomes handy when one is surfing from a cyber cafe or

is working in an organization that has no access to the journals where these articles were 

As a reference for journal publications

As far as info. on HEP is concerned this site is quite uptodate.

Author or title searches; cited-by search -- SPIRES is most convenient for searching.  Then I 

usually get the preprint off of arXiv or the article off the journal server.

autimatic classification of appearing papres

Availability of all information centrally and useful search options. Of course the collaboration 

with the arXiv is very important in giving access to the preprints. The extra plus is the listing 

of non-arXiv articles, links to old KEK scannings and to commercial journals, email 

information, address and history of people, conference information, reviews.

This should not downplay the importance of arXiv. Both SPIRES and arXiv have played a 

historical role in the development of science.

Baecause I get the information I want with easy access.



Because 

1. it provides citation search and reference listing. The citation search is the most precise of all 

those listed above.

2. it also provides links to arXiv preprints, so it is not necessary to use arXiv directly. But it 

also gives KEK and journal page links, which means that it makes most articles easily 

available.

because almost all the information I need is there, it used to be easy to look for the papers I 

Because for HEP collects all the relevan informations about authors, papers and journals. I use 

a lot also arXiv. For more astrophysical papers a very good tool which I use also a lot is the 

Because for me it is manageable and easy for finding papers.

because has several databases

Because I am used to, but Google Scholar has been quite useful as well.

Because I became familiar with it during my years at SLAC.

Because I find in one place all the info I need. If I am looking for something published at 

CERN, then I also use the CDS system.

because I find there almost what I need

Because I found it the fastest and most reliable

Because I found that most of the imformations I need could

be retrieved from it.

because i know it well and it always  gave me what i needed

Because I like to type in an author's name to retrieve the paper I am looking for so that I can 

see what other things that author has done. It is easier to do this with Spires than with Arxiv.

Because I prefer the search system and output of the results. Also it is easier to do more 

specific searchs or refine a search.

Because I started to use it first.

And I use also ariv, Google and Google Scholar.

Because is equivalent to www.arxiv.org and you can find older articles, sometimes scanned 

Because it collects infos from various sources (arxiv, aps, etc)

Because it contains a citation. 

Because it contains accurate information on citations and links to the references. 

Because it contains the published references and versions of the papers that are of interest to 

me.It is still very easy to use, after 20+ years of good service (at least I've used it in the last 

20 years), provides a standard for referencing

papers in different styles (LaTeX, etc), provides a citation index, and finally

has both a very easy form to fill for newcomers, and a powerful command form

for those that know how to use it.

because it covers arXiv and more. plus I am familiar with it.

Because it enables me to copy-paste references for my bibliography, in LaTeX format.

Because it finds both papers on the arXiv and papers available elsewhere, and because of nice 

features like BibTeX output.

Because it gives the citations to the papers and helps thereby to track together with some 

specific paper all papers which 

continue the smae line of reserach

Because it has a full record of high energy physics papers.

Because it has been recommended to me at some point in the past and I got acquainted with 

Because it has both entry about published & arXiv papers.  It also give citation summary & 

Because it has links to anything else.

Because it has a very simple and effective search system.

Because it has the most complete information relevant to

my field of research

Because it incorporates immediatly information appearing in arXiv, it contains older ms, it 

contains email addresses of authors and citations.



Because it indexes everything on arXiv:hep and more besides.

Because it is a very simple and efficient way to find info on prepritnts and published papers 

Because it is complete for High Energy Physics, it is easy to use

and freely accesible.

Because it is comprehensive for HEP and brings together different types of articles 

Because it is comprehensive for HEP and brings together different types of articles 

Because it is easy and I find almost everything I need

Because it is easy to find an article which I want to read.

SPIRES-HEP system gives us a lot of links to journal websites.

Because it is easy to find and daonload about researcher and papers

Because it is easy to use and I can find the references to most papers/notes/thesis with links 

to the journals where I can find them (if published). 

Because it is easy to use. It is very practical and userfriendly, you just have to fill some fields 

corresponding to the information you have about a paper, and it's all done.

Because it is more specialised in the HEP field and I can easily get the bibtex reference to the 

Because it is most convenient way to find some information about papers I want to know at 

because it is quite complete and simple at the same time

because it is rather complete for my field of research

because it is simple and I know it

because it is the easier to use and more complete for the kind of publication I'm interested in 

(mostly hep-ex/ and hep-ph/) 

Because it is the most complete and easier to search. And it also includes the arXiv preprints 

Because it is the most complete. So to say,

"canonical".

Because it is the most comprehensive

Because it is the most extensive: it is linked to "all" of arXiv and also contains works on pre-

Because it is the only one I am aware of

Because it is very easy to find new papers on a topic or to  how the citations to my papers 

Because it is very efficient

Because it lists all e-prints of a given author regardless of if it is hep-ph, hep-th etc.

because it looks to me the easiest way to find what I'm looking for

Because it provides a number of services: citation records, links to the Journals, link to the 

arXiv, BibTeX entries, etc.

because it provides access to preprints and publications in HEP

because of its completeness and ease of use

Because of the citation search possibility, which allows a good tracking of follow-up papers and 

results for a given topic.

because search is easiest

Because searching the database is simple, and following the references and citations too.

Because SPIRES gives me all papers published by an author, as well as the people who have 

cited a particular paper and links to the paper in arXiv and in the journals.

Because the search form is more user-friendly than the one of arXiv. I have never used the 

Because there's a link to it on the BaBar web page.

Because I got used to SPIRES and it works very well for my needs.

Because this system allows easily find citations and related papers, and more possibilities to 

Because this system is the easiest for looking for a paper.

Because using SPIRES it is easier for me to find papers by title, authors, etc. Also I find it 

more complete than the arXiv because I can look for papers before 1993. 

Because within the most suitable for my interests it is the easiest to use for searches.

Because, in addition to abstracts, it informs about references, citations and related statistics. 

It is also, in general, more complete and detailed then other databases.

Becauseciente it is eff

Becuse it is the one I know better. It is easy and fast to use it.



Been there for long, the search is easy to use, more specific

Best filtering.

Best functionality, widest range of search options

best indexing.

best quality and convenience

Best search engine

best search engine for our field and linked to all other useful sources (arXiv and journal sites)

Best search engine, most reliable results

Best search engine, with easy direct access/link to arxiV

best search facility

best access to information on "cited by"

Best search options and largest number of linked articles for my research

Best searching system

Best signal/noise ratio.

Conatins all necessary information and (almost) no noise.

Best source of references, and links to papers published in journals and the arXiv.

Best to get information about most papers, electronic version of papers, latex citation

Best way to search for articles because the links to refereed journal publications is given.

best, most convenient and complete

better cross-referencing than ArXiv. I don't know the other ones.

better serach engine,

old articles available in the references, 

bibtex available,

organisation of the results,

Bibliography

bibtex export

Biggest selection

Breadth of coverage

Brfinging up preprints of interest, daily. Google used just as much.

Broad availability of hep publications; in addition to the arXiv versions, I also get links to the 

broad coverage, convenient to use

Broadest range of functionalites : journal searching plus people, jobs, etc

by far better search form than arXiv; has latex refs ready to go;

by habit

By SPIRES I means slac spires.

1. the effects of the first times in the begginning of the carrer

2.but in my viewpoint, I often mix arXiv and spires. I am only

familliar of go to slac spires when I want to find some information 

Can easily access almost all the papers I need, new and old ones alike

can search information on both published works and preprints

Can't work without them

cause it is well maintained, up to date, useful, ...

Check new papers daily.

Get old papers easily.

citation search is easy

citation tracking

Citation/reference link is quite handy.

citations

citations,  completeness

citations, references, additional services, convenience and nice user-friendly design



Closely linked to HEP Information Systems 

collects information from all useful sources

complete coverage.

Complete Information

complete informations easy to access

complete, citation info, user friendly,

historical reasons

complete, repliable, easy to use

complete,quick,easy

Completeness

Completeness

Completeness

Completeness and correctness of database

completeness and searching and citations

completeness ease of use

Completeness of information, usable search interface, results include direct links to journal 

completeness of its bibliographic information for HEP

completeness, access to published versions, easy search for references/citations

completeness, big number of useful options

completeness, ease of use, efficiency

completeness, nice interface, citation searches

comprehensive and include pre-archive data

Comprehensive and well targeted.

comprehensive record of old papers

comprehensive, fast

Concentrates info on my research area (hep)

Contains (links to) the most papers.

BiBTeX code available.

Easy search facility.

Contains all relevant (and virtually no irrelevant) material, and has a simple-to-use interface.

Contains best info on publications

contains most papers and best cross-referencing

contains most papers, flexible searches possible

convenience

convenience

Convenience

Convenience

Convenience and more database for old papers

convenience of the search interface, focus on high-energy papers

convenience

most complete

Convenience, ease of use

convenience, familiarity, access to all information that I need

Convenience.

convenient

convenient

convenient

convenient and complete

Convenient and mostly accurate, useful functions

Convenient and reliable



Convenient query structure and good links to arXiv and journal publications.

That is, I use Spires as a "frontend" to arXiv. Maybe it is unfair that I don't

have two choices, then I would have added arXiv. 

Convenient search and citation information.

convenient search format

Convenient search, completeness of information 

Convenient search.  Relevant results.

convenient to search, esp. using firefox search toolbar extension

Convenient to use, (almost) complete in my field 

Convenient with link to references and refering publications. Possibility of having directly the 

LaTeX/Bibtex code to refer to that publication.

Convenient, easy use. Each entry has links to the archives and journals. I also use the latex 

format for publications. Also extremely useful for citation counts.

Convenient, large database, links to both journals and arXiv submissions.

convenient,complete

convenient; also published papers

copleteness of vailable data set

best search options

coupled with ADS NASA astronomy engine, nothing from my field escapes them

coverage of HEP and astroparticle physics, convenience of seach engine (one line ASCII text is 

easy and faster to type), bibtex output option, "cited by" link is extremely useful to find 

related papers, database very large, has links to arXiv

Covers both arXiv and older publications

Covers the areas of interest and is easily searchable. 

Database is very easy to search, and links to published versions are readily available. 

Database looking in most  of the HEP library. Also links to arxiv, however update is slow, and 

to journal server. Also very easy to make a search

database search is easiest, relevance by citations

doing research, looking for references

due to easy syntax for searching, etc.

Due to its completeness.

Ease of access, completeness

ease of search

ease of search form

Ease of search, citation information.

Ease of search, often with a single click.  Completeness across subject areas.

Ease of searches, completeness in HEP without extraneous material

Ease of searching.   I do use arXiv every day to read the new preprint listings, but SPIRES is 

my choice when looking up something.   I also find the reference and citation listings 

extremely useful when doing a literature search.

ease of use + habit

ease of use and  good search options.

ease of use, habit

Ease of use. Has the (recent) relevant articles.

arXiv for the new postings.

Ease of using

ease to search and relative completness

Easier to find stuff

Easier to search for specific papers as well as to search for authors or subjects.

easier to use

easier to use for searches than the arXiv, more complete and

has more relevant information than Google/GS. 



Easiest and more complete

Easiest search engine covering the largest number of sources

Easiest search engine I find to search for reference by title, author, journal

Easiest to search

easiest to search

Easiest to use, fast and most complete in my field; also citation summary is very useful

easiest, am most familiar with

easiest, more precise and complete informations

Easily searchable, fast, and reliable. I pretty much always find what I'm looking for. 

Easy & convenient

easy access

easy access to all papers I need

citation analysis

easy access to references

Easy access, contains relevant infomation about papers, authors.

Easy access, very organized

easy and effective searches of HEP literature

Easy and efficient search interface, results relevant to my field of interest

easy and familiar

easy and offer many options

easy and used to it

Easy for using

easy link to the published articles, statistics on citations

easy of use

fairly complete coverage

easy of use; access to references & citation details

easy search

easy search

easy search based on typed command, simple and complete response, nicely interleaved with 

Easy search for relevant information.

easy search function for titel/author/date

easy search syntax, bibtex feature

Easy search system

Easy search, comprehensive information (affiliation of the authors, citation tracking, link to 

published version, etc)

easy search, contains articles not on the arXiv,

has links to both the arXiv preprints and journal versions

Easy searching and contains many data

Easy searching, links to published versions, links to references and citations.

Easy searching.

Easy to access, very complete, easy to proceed to fulltext, citations available

Easy to find articles

Easy to find both ArXiv and "non-ArXiv"papers

easy to handle

access to number of citations and the articles containing the citation 

Easy to manage

easy to perform searches, get related papers

Easy to reach. Extensive. Quick.

easy to retrieve papers from a hep author's name or title or affiliation

easy to search

easy to search ("easy search" form)

Easy to search and comprehensive

easy to search for a paper by various searching criteria.



Easy to search for papers with.

Easy to search, extensive search options and material.. fairly easy to get something from 

Easy to search. 

Easy to use

Easy to use and complete.

Easy to use and gives comprehensive coverage.

Easy to use and powerfull search possible

easy to use and wide search parameters

Easy to use to find papers.

easy to use

well updated

rather complete and robust

easy to use, comphrehensive (including older stuff)

easy to use, complete information

Easy to use, contains almost all the papers I am interested in.

easy to use, link to journal, link to references and latex

easy to use.

Easy to use.Can locate an eprint,references,citations.Also has link to arXiv which I use for 

looking at the newest preprints.

Easy, fast, exhaustive, links to the arXiv, ... Amazingly good!

Easy, light, has all I need, including useful links.

easy-to-use search

for me fastest way to get information

efficent, optimal reference listing, convientient search tools, being used to it

efficient fast search, links to preprint AND journal

efficient in finding relevant information

efficient search options

Experience shows it returns the informaiton I want for HEP related queries (I use google much 

more, and often as a starting point, but do not reagrd it as a HEP informtion system)

Extensive data base and flexsible search option.

Extensive database, comfortable interface, links to all arXive preprints are included

Extremely functional and provides useful tips like citations, average cites per author, h-index 

Familiar with it.

Familiar. Works fine. Good searching method. 

Familiarity -- have been using spires for 2 decades

Familiarity of use. Also, not all experimental papers are submitted to the arXiv.

Familiarity over many years

familiarity with system and easy to use command line syntax; database going back before 

1980s;

can search separately for published, unpublished articles;

rather quick searching engine;

very complete search results; 

For example: Spires 'find au higgs and date before 1970 and after 1960' gives 3 hits after 3 

Familiarity with system. Reliability of information. Generally up-to-date and comprehensive.

familiarity, ability to search via keywords. 

familiarity, completeness of records, effectiveness of search tools 

fast and easy access to all (most) papers

fast and universal, tailored to HEP

fast way to get the latest information



fast

rather complete

easy to find search items

selected in research areas

several mirror sites

fast, complete, direct access to full text, includes all citations, and gives latex

bibliography format

fast, concise, easy, specific

fast, easy, complete

Fast, easy, link to the papers with citation

fast, efficient, light interface

Fastest access to information

Fastest interface (for me at least) to the articles I want since I usually look up by auther and 

year.  I prefer the query string type entry in SPIRES to the standard dropdowns presented in 

fastest route to information

fastest search system 

figured this one out first

find articles based on authorship, retrive articles via links to arXiv and journal websites

find articles, informations..

Find it convinient. 

find papers and search the references

find publications and preprints I need for  my research

find referenced journal publications and arXiv preprints

Find the valuable references.

finding articles

Finding papers by author

finding papers, getting citation information, finding articles that cite papers on topics I'im 

finds quickly the scientific articles I need. Has references in Bibtex.

fine search function, direct link to preprints

flexible and very user friendly search options 

Follow the literature, find useful papers

For finding articles, preprints and their citations

For its completeness and easy-to-read format

for scientific references

For the search capabilities, the reference and citation system, and for the bibliographical tools

from habit, it usually finds what I am looking for.

Using google can sometimes give more hits, but I did not test

whether that applies also vice versa.

From SPIRES I can immeidately get to the article I need, whether it is in a journal or arxiv or 

elsewhere (like the KEK scanned versions).  I also see references and numbers of citations 

easily.

From SPIRES I get all papers which I need.

Full coverage of my interests and flexible search criteria

full list of citable papers including latex format for citations

full record of published articles, etc.

Get references to papers

gives a better and focussed search of even very old journals

gives all info I find useful. Also allows better search facilities then arxiv which is the next most 

Gives both papers and hep-ex/ph/th, smart single-line string searching.

Goes beyond arXiv and includes citations. Better search engine



good and to the point

Good citation tools, good search engine

Good interface for checking for new papers daily.

good search

Good search capabilities.

Links to both the published journal article and the preprint (arXiv) version.

Ability to find other related papers through the cites and references links. 

Ability to copy the latex form of the citation and past directly into the bibliography of my latex 

files.

(I arXiv to skim through newly listed papers each week, but otherwise use SPIRES for 

everything else.  Occasionly, if I am  doing something very astro-orientated I will also check 

Good Search engine

Contains papers from before 1990

Conveniently displayed results including citations

Good search function, good linking of references and authors

good search interface

good search protocol

good searching ability, large database

good user interface

Good user interfaces for novice and experts, excellent coverage of material and (unlike CDS) it 

Got used to it since three decades.

great searching capabilities, citations, has everything I usually need.

Greater archive of old papers than arXiv, better query control than Google Scholar

habit

Habit

habit

Habit and adequacy

Habit and familiarity.

Habit is probably the strongest effect. It's search facilities are easier to use than the arXiv, and 

sometimes the citation info (usually looking for papers that cited X) is useful in a search for 

something. If I know what I want I go straight to arXiv if its post 1991.

Habit, find it easy to use and search

Habit, in part; I know how to specify searches without using the help, and I can usually find 

what I need quickly.  I tend to use Google for things like finding conference websites, but for 

Has a friendly interface and I have been able to find every relevant paper that I have looked 

Has a good clasification, citation, summary and other statistics  and it is user friendly

has all the information I need; ease to use

has all the papers + better search interface than arXiv

has information spread over most years

Has what I most want without a lot of extraneous hits.

Have been using it and I am happy with it.

Compared to arXiv it is more complete.

hep

HEP provides e-prints on the subject of my 

scientidic interest. 

Highly current, and cross-referenced with arXiv.

historical habits, most necessary functions available.

Historical reasons essentially. arXiv and Google give very similar results in many cases.

Historical reasons.

History mostly, but it is conveniently organized with the needs of particle physics in mind. Also 

the ability to do "cites" searches is very helpful.

history/flexibility



I actually do a combination of SPIRES and Google (Google if I can't find it on spires).

I am at SLAC.  I am most familiar with it.

I am familiar with it

I am happy with it and used to it. I did not really study alternatives.

I am more familiar with it. Use also google scholar.

I am most familiar with it

I am most familiar with the boolean search tools on spires

and find it the most effective way to find what I need

I am the most familiar with it and I find it the easiest to both search for articles with and also 

for learning new searching methods.  I think it is safe to say that I predominantly use SPIRES.

I am used to it

I am used to it

I am used to it and I find the search criteria versatile

I am used to it and normally find the information most quickly

I am used to it, provide a list of publications per name in latex format , has a list of 

I am used to it.

I AM USED TO IT.

I am used to.

I an used to and the interface form seems easier to use to me.

I can easily search for some informations and get them. Futherfore, I can look for data before 

I can find almost everything I need with it.

I can use it to do a author or subject search for new or old articles.   Also it is cross listed with 

I contribute to it

I find everything I need there (very complete).

I find it easier to search for papers in SPIRES than at the arXiv, and there's always the link for 

either the original paper from the journal or the preprint.

I use Google Scholar sometimes to find papers which are not included in the SPIRES database, 

such as some more mathematically-oriented articles.

I find it easier.

I find it easy ti find what I want

I find it easy to use and the results of my searches seem to be the most complete.

I find it more convenient and more informative.

I find it most convient and reliable.

I find it to be the most efficient search engine, and it covers a much wider time span than the 

I find it very useful and user friendly. 

I find what I need. I also use arXiv

I found it the most complete

I grew up with this, it is not too difficult to use, it is well suitable for

my needs.

Also, due to its cross connection with arXiv it is very often more useful

than arXiv alone.

I have been using this system for a long time to search for any references I want to look for. I 

am very much familiar with this system and I find it very easy to search for high energy 

physics references using commands like 'find author', 'find title' etc. SPIRES can give very 

I have fairly general needs

I have used this sytem for many years, and it continues to

provide the information I want.  It has links to the arXiv 

system when that has what I want; and it has links to the

journal srervers as well.



I know it better.

It works

I know it from earlier time.

In addition I use arXiv.

I like text-based interfaces, it's faster than mouse clicking.

I like the interface and the easiness of the search engine.

I like the search facility... and I have iterfaced it from my web page. So I'm too lazy to 

change. 

I like the search method and the way the results are presented. very easy to find the arXiv 

and journal version of a paper. the latex bibliography entry is great!

I mainly search by author. Spires provides better information. ArXiv gives only list of those 

articles which are posted in arXiv. CDS gives a long list (though recently it is improved a lot) 

mixing different authors, so is Google. 

I mostly use arXiv and SPIRES. Sometimes I use SPIRES instead of arXiv and (I have chosen 

SPIRES above) because a) the search interface is more convenient b) there are more options 

to download the full text versions of the papers ( journal refs.,

something which is not in arXiv etc).

I mostly use SPIRES and arXiv because of the good search functionality and the completeness 

(preprints and full publications) and reliability of the results.

I need them for the daily work.

I now find it sufficiently extensive so as to get most of the 

required information on spires.

I prefer the search interface, and I like the fact that I can link to references, cites, and the 

I read mostly hep-th papers, and I like (and I am used to) the simple search interface. 

I search the relevant papers for my current research.

I started using it many years ago and it is easy and fast.

I started using spires around 1976 and I'm used to its commands.

It gives more complete citations thanarXiv and for me it's easier to use.

I think it is easier to use and more complete then the arXiv. For new preprints I go direct to 

the arXiv but for search I ude the SPIRES

I think it's usage is friendly 

I thought SPIRES is the most complete database

I use  arXiv and spires 50/50 as they are "clean" for our needs,

fast and convenient, I also use on occasions Google Scholar,

which is complementary, very fast but less "clean"

I use arXiv as well; the issue is most.  I find spires most convenient for finding materials more 

than a few days old.  

I use arXiv, Google and Spires on a similar frequency, arXiv and Spires for finding papers / 

preprints, and google for finding other information like talks, pictures, institutes, conferences, 

I use both arXiv and SPIRES, equally.  Roughly weekly consults of arXiv listings (hep-ex, hep-

ph, nucl-ex, nucl-th) alert me to new papers at an early stage, if existing. I use SPIRES when 

I want to search for a specific paper, from its author, date, reference, etc.

I use either SPIRES or arXiv. Both provide a way to check references and get to preprints and 

I use it for citation information.

I use it mostly as a database to search for papers via keywords in the title

I use mostly SPIRES because 

1- the results are precise

2- for each entry there are a lot of link to the Journals, to the citing paper, and so on

3- I like the interface

I use 

I use SPIRES and arXiv about equally, for different things.



I use SPIRES and arXiv equally.  Typically I use the search tools

on SPIRES, and then the link from SPIRES to arXiv to actually read

the paper.  Note that the same is true for all my answers to questions

in part 2 below: I use both SPIRES and arXiv together in this way.

i use spires and the arxiv roughly equally

I use Spires because provedes better results when you know the exact reference (most of 

cases) but Google and Google Scholar, having full-text capabilities,  are much better when you 

need something you really don't know. Google Books is also good for a first reference.

I use spires for literature searches, arXiv to read the daily postings, ie to read most recent 

articles. I occalsionally use

Google Scholar to find math papers, if I only know the topic.

I use spires for old papers and arxiv to see the papers published recently.

I use SPIRES in searcing a paper posted on arXiv.  Also if I want any old paper then SPIRES is 

the easiest way to search.

I use Spires to track down the literature I'm interested in, which I then usually read on the 

Arxiv. I find the Spires search to be significantly better than the Arxiv. Google/google scholar 

are good for checking I've found all the relevant literature but I do use them less.

I use the arXiv to browse the new preprints, but SPIRES offers better search capacities.  The 

search results on SPIRES also give more information, such as citations, etc.

I use them equally frequently. They supply easy acces to

the HEP articles

I used it once to try and locate a Russian thesis

I used the arXiv before, but since they changed their notation, it is easier to find the 

i) linked to arxiv and journals

ii) user-friendly

I'm more familiar with it

I'm most used to it

I'm mostly a cosmologist now, so when i want to look up papers, conferences etc. i go to 

i'm used to it ...

I'm used to it. I also use arXiv and google

includes arxiv papers but also older papers not on arxiv.

Includes links to published papers.

Includes the most comprehensive search of HEP materials, including conference procedings, 

arXiv preprints, published papers, theses and reports.

indicates citations to a paper

Information only about physics

iNFORMATIONAL REPRINTS

Intuitive command line search, stable but flexible formatting of output, actively maintained 

content, staff is responsive when issues arise.  Citation info is double-edged but useful as a 

search tool.  Collection of pre-arXiv papers is impressive and useful.  Only downside is 

Is focused on HEP articles, but allows more flexbile searches than arXiv. Links to sources is 

Is very fast and complete

It acts as a portal to all literature.

It appears to be most complete

it better fits my needs

It can be directly linked on my institue page!

It catches pretty much all the articles I need, including those in older journals and conference 

It combines different references. It also give

access to the manuscript. Getting references in bibtex format

has been an issue this year.

It contains all nuclear and particle references, including arXiv preprints, in an easily searchable 

It contains all physics articles for HEP.



It contains anything from arXiv (for hep-ph, hep-th, hep-ex), and much more: journal papers 

before the arXiv's era, scanned copies, conference proceedings, etc.  

It contains arxiv and is most complete

It contains data for both old and new articles.

It contains every possible information needed about a paper, like its references, citations, 

easier search etc., I do also use arXiv for checking papers daily, but, once the papers are there 

It contains most of the papers in the field.

Easy to search. 

User interface nice and easy to use.

Preprint and published articles.

Direct links to most journals to access the published versions of preprints.

It contains reference information back to very old date, as well as good interface to make 

It contains references and citations. It has links to the published version of the articles. It has 

a nice search interface.

it contains the most complete bibliography in HEP

It containts the arXivs i use. It contains free information not all of it available from every place 

in ADS. I like the simplicity of it.

It covers all new papers in my field and is easy to search

It covers all years, is public, and makes it possible to send corrections and additions

It covers bibliography for a long period of time.

It covers my area of interest relative to  a period of time which is longer than arXiv

It covers the most, among others most arXiv papers and easy to search.

It enables to quickly find the needed material

It fast, accurate, up-to-date, contains most of the information I need including many older 

papers (pre-1950), and has a convenient and understandable query syntax that can be used 

for simple queries or whose simple phrases can be combined for accurate, complex queries.

It gives a good template and results  for  author/key word  search

It gives me the links to both arXiv and APS journals, as well as a lot of other stuff.  I use 

Google for things I don't know much about.

it gives the best search results

It gives very precise information

it has a good search engine and it is ver specific

It has a lot of good features such as the citation search, which is useful to look for relevant 

papers. The interface is well-designed and convenient.  

It has a maximum information in HEP

It has a very complete and easy searching system.

it has all the features I need:

fast, reliable, uptodate; 

it gives me refereed articles if needed, references, latex-refs, direct links;

it also gives me citations...

it has been the best.

It has convenient ways of restricting serches.

It has everything I need without a lot of extra baggae I don't.

It has exactly the information for the papers and the citations

of them.

It has good search features (though Scholar is better) and is focussed on High Energy Physics 

(which Scholar is NOT). Arxiv mainly serves as a place to check for new papers.

It has links to arXiv and journals and very handy for citing a paper etc..

It has most of the relevant papers for string theory. 

It has the best coverage and has the easiest user interface.



It has the most complete and relevant information. arXiv is OK for items that exist in the arXiv 

preprint format but not for other relevant articles, and 

It has the widest summary of HEP-related info,

even though it is not comprehensive.

(By the way, the term "information system" is undefined.)

It helps me very much

It includes arXiv and it gives you information about papers of data of all the actual 

experiments, thesis...etc however I complete it with CDS. Anyway I found lots of problems to 

find things about instrumentation and data analysis in SPIRES.

It is a very useful tool

It is accurate, complete, easy to use.

It is better than the rest

It is clear, easy to use, and has a lot of information

It is comfortable to use, containes alot of information and has most of the articles I need.

It is complete and quite comprehensive

It is complete. It is useful to do a bibliographical search forwards. I also use arXiv every day, 

mostly to check the daily appearance of new preprints. As a searching engine, I mostly use 

It is comprehensive and specific to Physics

It is comprehensive, has all the information that I seem to need, and it's searching functions 

It is convenient

It is convinient and provides all necessary information with a single click, such as title 

abstract, ps-pdf file, bibliographic reference, citations, references etc.

It is easy and quick! I can get an article knowing just a name or a subject within 15 seconds. 

A bit the same with Google, but better for articles.

CDS is way too slow, and worse... it doesn't find the articles one wants. I even tried finding 

my own stuff, and failed!!! I would take a good look at e.g. BaBar, where all the notes of a 

collaboration was gathered in one place with version numbers and comments and subjects for 

overview (e.g. recent work on sin(2beta)). This would be SO nice in ATLAS, but it doesn't 

It is easy and successful most of the time

It is easy to do author and title searches and covers a sufficiently long time period that most 

papers of interest are included

It is easy to find refeferences I need

It is easy to use

it is easy to use

It is easy to use.

It is easy to use. All the information is actualiced in a few days.

It is effective and it contains the information (for instance citations) which I need

It is efficient

It is faster and gives me the kind of information I look for.

it is handy to find the old works and is very good with citations

It is more comfortable than the arXiv, but I have never used the other systems.  

It is more complete

It is more comprehensive than the others so far as HEP is concerned, and allows an easier 

search facility which gives the relevant papers.

It is more easy to find what I need and the searched results are well listed.

It is most convenient

It is most convinient way to get the relevant papers I am looking for

It is most professional concerning the respective links.

It is mostly used at the institute

It is quick and easilty accessible. 

It is quick and most convinient.



It is rather complete and gives the links to the full text where possible

It is self sufficient

it is simple

It is simple and complete.

It is the best to get directly to preprint or published journal version. Aslo gives the citations as 

a measure of impact

It is the best way to find complete reference when I know the author's name. But I use arXiv 

with the same frequency to see the last preprints. 

It is the best.

It is the easiest, fastest and more complete, except that it does not include citations and 

papers from other areas

It is the most complete and easiest to use

It is the most complete and flexible, to my needs

It is the most complete and often has older articles

It is the most comprehensive database in HEP.  It gives

links and citations relevant to the search string.

It is the most convenient way: easy to search and easy to find. It is also the most used 

It is the most efficient in finding the papers/information I want.

It is the one with most information and complete

It is the only comprehensive index of hep lit

arXiv is close but only contains recent papers

and obviously does not provide publication data

It is the reference. It's probably fair to say I use arXiv about as much, but this is usually 

It is usefull for writing of my papers, it allows one to reach other data bases, it is scientific, 

It is very complete, simple to use, and reliable. Also for historical reasons.

It is very convenient and the sintax for a query search is straightforrward. It also has details 

It is very easy to search for papers of given author or on given subject

It is very fast, up to date. Efficient.

It is very good at finding the article I want.

For keeping up to date on preprints I subscribe to arxiv updates.

IT is very informative. All the information of Research Papers, Scientists can be obtained 

it is very up to date

it is very useful

It is very well done for HEP

It ius the most complete and versatile search system, icluding citations and references. I also 

use google for searching on key words in the text.

it links to all the HEP,Astro GRQC papers with one stroke

It offers the largest number of ways to do a search for papers in physics (by journal reference, 

author, arXiv code, etc).

It provides a very convenient interface for arXiv and also links to journals when the former is 

It provides best information

IT PROVIDES EXACT and complete information about different fields of physics

It reduces the number of hits in Google down to HEP-related items.

It reflects well the impact of works in my field (cosmology).

I use also Google scholar for this purpose. 

It seems to have more HEP papers than arXiv.  I haven't really tried the others, as I've always 

been able to find the paper I needed on SPIRES.

It seems to me the most complete

It was the first one I came in contact with and knew not there were other ones.

It was the system I started with years ago

it works

it works

it works fast



It´s very complete, easy to acess and to find articles.

It's actually a close call between SPIRES and arXiv.  I believe that I use SPIRES more often to 

find something and then get the full text from arXiv if I want it.

Its clear and simple to use. Use also arXiv to view new preprints. 

It's complete, because it reports not only the preprints, but also references to published 

It's comprehensive, easy to use, has citation statistics.

it's convenient and comprehensive

Its database is more complete. Search tools are more precise.

It's easy and quite complete

It's easy to use for finding papers

It's efficient and I am used to it

Its entries cover both arXiv + journal articles. 

It's extensive and convenient. I typically search for articles in SPIRES and go to relevant 

journal servers or arXiv from there. 

It's extremely powerful and convenient.

It's fast and efficient, a huge source of specific academic information.

It's fast and the way to search doesn't take much time, i.e. you don't have to enter many 

fields like author, year etc.

It's flexible.

It's got most everything I need, and is easy to use.

It's highly efficient and inclusive.

It's is very flexible and complete

It's operational and contains a fast references indication and counting.

Its organization and available information is the best.

For the full text of the article, I usually use a link to arXiv

that is provided by SPIRES, even if a journal version of

the paper is already available.

It's perfect to find all publications and preprints. If the paper is in the srXiv, I obviously 

It's quick, many useful links, good interface (much better than the arxiv search)... 

It's really hard to say that I use SPIRES or arXiv more. I use spires to find the arXiv links, 

then I use arXiv, so I use them both. But the SPIRES search interface I find easier to use, and 

I can do it all at the command line, so quickly.

it's the first I knew and is easy to use and mostly up to date/accurate.

I also use Web of Science.

it's the one I know most about

It's the one I"m most familiar with.

It's the one I'm used to, it's easy to use and it usually comes up with the results I want.

It's user-friendly to search the papers and related ones 

through citations. 

Just a costom. These days Google Scholar is getting more convenient since they provide a 

search for not only titles but also full text.

just best

known good

Large data base and easy to search.

large database

Link to published material.

links to references, journal version, arxiv, and citations, all right there

Links to references/citations, links to journal version

lit. search

Locate papers

Long-term habit



look up older papers, has links to preprints at arXiv and journals

look up papers

Meets my needs and is most complete

More accurate than CDS

more complete

More complete about papers and authors 

More complete, has latex bibliography ready to copy

more options in search

more papers of my interest

more preprints

most comortable search engine

Most complete

most complete

Most complete and fast, apart from some missing quant-ph papers.

Most complete and flexible

most complete and user friendly database

most complete info on HEP biblio. Links to arxiv and journals and other databases

Most complete information; easiest to use

Most complete range of publications

most complete

easy to search

Most complete

Easy to use

Citation database

Most complete, easy to find results

Most comprehensive and I have great familiarity with it.

most comprehensive collection, easy to click on PDF at arXiv or

to go to journal article

Most comprehensive source. Easy to search.

Most comprehensive.

most convenient

most convenient for bibliographic HEP searches

most convenient, and includes papers prior to 1991

most convinient, has almost all i need

Most easily get the most complete and relevant information.

most effective for me

most efficient and complete for HEP

Most efficient search engine for papers.

most efficient, complete, rapid, easy-to-use, reliable. Google is great, but it's redundant and 

incomplete at the same time.

Most flexible search system and oldest database.

most hits, easiest to search in

most hits, simple to use

Most information is concentrated at spires.

Most of the bibliographic info I need is there.

Most of the information I am interested in are available there.

most practical resource for HEP literature 

most up-to-date and contains links to other databases and provides additional bibliography-

Mostly because I can get information on published papers. If I don't find what I am looking for, 

I use arXiv or even google (scholar or not). Spires has also unique informations about people 

and collaborations, that are not in arXiv.



Mostly need to look up references. 

arXiv is hard to search.  It is hard to find even what page to start searching on.

SPIRES has links to arXiv.

GOOGLE ?  Didn't know there was a way to do it with google.

nice search interface

once

One can get access to both published and unpublished papers and to the ones in arXiv

one step, very specific searches, with citations I can easily paste in to my papers, and citation 

counts so that I can begin to judge the reliability of the article.  Multiple output formats also 

original, easy to use 

out of habit, for retrieving older works

Pactical for me

partly because it existed first !

today, arXiv is not far behind

Portal to everything else.

Probably just out of old habit.

probably my age and I know it best.

provides a convenient way to search citations

provides compact and relevant information from one single portal

Provides most information

Quick access to arxiv and Journal Server as well as linked references and output in Latex (use 

in bibtex, publication lists etc.)

Quick and suitable way of finding necessary information 

Quick reference to current work but I also use it with arXiv.

quick, clear and easy searches

Quick, complete and user friendly

Quick, intuitive search interface.

Rapid access to abstracts of published as well as preprints

rapid, convenient and quite complete in my field of research

Rapid, simple and most informations about papers (citations, references, journal...) 

References + comprehensive coverage of fields I am interested in.

references, results, etc.

Reletively compleate, easy to use, and the article is mostly dirrectly available.

Reliable, also goes back many years.

Research

research tools and citations count

Researching papers by topic and author.

retrieve papers, citations.

s very useful and powerful in searching for papers and citation

scientific information, like papers of an author or topic. Also cites to catch papers of my 

Scope fits my requirements. Easy search function. Papers available from before arXiv era. 

search articles and citations

Search capabilities, citation tracking

search current as well as old papers

Search for papers

search for papers

search for papers

search for publications



search for relevant articles

search interface

search interface is quick and easy to use, but also flexible.

Search is the easiest to use and most often comes up with the papers

I want.  I will then most often retrieve the preprint from arXiv (or the link to arXiv).

search system is more efficient than in the arXiV

Search tools easy to use and best adapted to HEP. 

Comp-leteness, cross-references. 

Search works well and database is very complete. Can in one step get all info: preprint, 

electronic version, published version etc.  Easy to do many types of follow on searches

search, read papers

search/find papers

Searchable, has citations and references easily.

Searches both arXiv and most of the pre-arXiv literature in my field.

Searches for papers

Searching for papers, contact information.

Searching for papers, mine and others

searching for the publications and citations of others

searching literature 

Searching the literature (SPIRES)

Keeping up with the literature (arXiv)

See the new hep-ph prerpints. Should be nice if the generated PDF will be always there and 

that the google robot  fully scan them.  In this way a search inside any hep-xx, should be 

seems it uses the most complete publication database

simple & effective

Simple search interface - most complete database

simplest search function

Simplicity

Since arXiv stopped the "abs" service, I cannot find some papers directly by inputing the arXiv 

numbers. Therefore, I use Spires for searching papers.

since it combines statistics + reprints, and has the best search engine

Since it is easy to use.

So far as I know, it covers the widest range of publications and pre-prints, but I have not tried 

Specialization in high energy physics, with reasonable coverage of nuclear physics

SPIRES - if the question was "what do you use for searches", the answer is SPIRES,  because 

it is a much more comprehensive database. But of course I use arXiV to get the e-prints. I 

Spires  includes arXiv, and only published articles too.

SPIRES *is* the HEP documents database

spires best search routines and dtabase --- for hep and GR; 

then backed up by arXiv for text...

spires preferred for hep/gr articles, but google and google scholar for searhes outside 

traditional high energy/ general relativity.

SPIRES can be searched to find papers via a wideer variety of criteria than arXiv, so it's often 

what I need. I do use arXiv a lot, though - I usually hope that a SPIRES search will result in an 

SPIRES contains both the arXiv preprints and already published papers

Spires covers all my areas of interest: gravity, particles, astro

It links directly to the journals. It covers some preprints (particularly old ones) that are not in 

Spires database is focused in HEP, Google Scholar gives alot of junk, and arxiv doesnt include 

articles before the early 90s. 

Spires has a fast easy syntax

Arxiv is clumsy, less flexible, and only goes back to ~1992-93



SPIRES HAS A LONG HISTORY OF PAPERS  ON HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS GOING BACK ABOUT 

40 YEARS. IT HAS SCANNED MANY  YEARS OF CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP LONG INVITED 

PAPERS AND MANY USEFUL ANCILLARY SERVICES  ARE AVAILABLE. THE IMPORTANCE OF 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  IS OFTEN NOT SUFFICIENTLY APPRECIATED. I use it in my 

research(primary activity) and also in books and chapters of books I have authored.

I PERSONALLY WOULD VERY MUCH WELCOME IF SPIRES OR ANY OTHER SERVICE  EXTENDED 

ITS COVERAGE TO AT LEAST 1900 similar to Phys. Rev. PROLA.

Spires has the greatest amount of papers and data on papers and authors organized in the 

Spires includes arXiv, KEK, all journal servers, everything

SPIRES is simple (a simple interface), complete (almost all papers that I need are there), and 

convenient (provides various forms of output including LaTeX)

SPIRES is the best tools for bibliography and the interaction with the SPIRES administrators 

has always been very good, which is not the case with the arXiv administrators

SPIRES is the easiest and most reliable.  

SPIRES is the largest and the best HEP information system currently available. Its features like 

citations, links to the other preprint database, complete history of the article are very useful in 

day to day life of a high energy physicist.

SPIRES is the most comprehensive one

Spires is the most practical for finding papers, most recent ones as well as more ancient ones. 

But arXiv is essential for accompanying the general development.

SPIRES is the most user friendly and comprehensive system for finding articles in HEP, 

whether they be published or in preprint form, and hence is the most useful research tool, 

while the arXiv is obviously the indispensable tool for providing us with new preprints on a 

SPIRES offers many search options and is fairly versatile.

Spires provides me with the search options I am interested in and also its data base contains 

almost all what I need.

Spires still has the most comprehensive information on HEP. Of course I supplement this 

SPIRES: Search capabilities

ArXiV: Daily additions

Still most convenient to use SPIRES (although the search is partially clumsy, i.e. it should be 

allowed to veto keys or experiments etc.)

Partially it is even better to use Google to solve more trickier tasks of finding a reference.  

straightforward interface (better then arxiv)

no junk info (google)

strong (and straight-forward) search features, very complete

structured search, familiarity

sufficiently comprehensive and braod to match my interests

The "Easy Search" option is really easy to use.

The access is very easy and we have more informations

The added value of links to all the references and citations.    I go to the pdf link at arXiv to 

get the paper itself, of course.

The appropriate source of information on HIP

The best search engine for scientific literature on HEP

the best to look for papers

the commando language gives rapid results and i am very familiar with it

The easiest to find the information I'm looking for, it gives many extra usefull information, too.

the easy search functions

The front-page is easier to use, contains all the papers and 

a better menu

The information is well organized and, concerning particle physics, it largely contains the 



The main reason -  it gives me the most number of professional literarture for my work (I live 

in a country with very restricted journal account). It has a simple way to obtain useful 

information about new conferences and about some presearchers.

the most complete and user-friendly

The most convenient and simple

the most full collection of HEP articles

The most useful is the system of reference links, which allows me to find out necessary 

authors and papers of looked direction.

The papers are there.

The search engine

The search engine in Spires is more comprehensive than arXiv.  

The search engine is infinitely better on SPIRES.

the search options are much easier and convenient as compared to arXiv.

The search scheme is very familiar and easy for me, and I value being able to track along 

The search system is better than the arXiv's.

The search tool is more powerful.

Useful links to various sources and data bases.

Citation informations.

The search tools in SPIRES seem to be much more efficient than those of the arXiv 

environment. I use the arXiv once a week, for an overview of the hep-th area, and I 

concentrate on an everyday search using SPIRES find author tool, focusing on authors that 

lead specific topics of my interest, guided mainly by the new citations of their works. SPIRES 

helps the search regardless of the previous amount of information, and easily indicates 

(through efficient citations links) related works. ArXiv depends on exact reference of the 

The searching is efficient and typically complete for my needs

The specific search options are nice. It is easy to follow references and see who cited a paper.

The system is so user friendly that I get upto 80% satisfaction

The webpage is friendly and nice to see.

    Also it is very easy to search paper over there.

there is more info than in arXiv

they give a complete information survey

This has links to more number of parers than in arxiv, and one can access arxiv links with this.

This is the best adapted documentation for HEP with easy access to author and referenced 

This is the most comprehensive and has links to arXiv.

This is where I send my preprints and where I expect the most detailed collection of literature 

This system allows one to perform citation analysis

this system are practical and common

This system contains the information from almost all the databases (including arXiv). And it 

helps to set the correspondence between paper's journal number and its number in arXiv.

This system makes it easy to locate and download the published and preprint versions of an 

Tied to Fermilab Library preprints

To access literature on phenomenological and experimental high energy physics.

to be informed about new works and discoveries

to collect information about particular subject areas

To find articles

To find articles from some author, to find some specific titles,

to see the pre-prints every day.

To find informations about authors, their recent papers, or papers citing my work.

to find papers

To find papers

to find papers by a given author



To find papers by title and/or author names

To find papers.

To find people

To find scientific papers or citation information

To find specialized papers of interest to my researchTo find the needed article, I use SPIRES  almost

exclusively. I do it  by using the author(s) names and year of publication.   SPIRES refers 

usually to an arXiv e-preprint and/or to the source of the published version of a paper , i.e., a 

journal.  In

my opinion, the current survay is ill-conceived.

SPIRES is  an HEP information system, while

arXiv is an eprint server. Their roles are very different. Putting them in the same category 

shows a basic  ignorance about what is an information system and what is a repository.

To get the published paper. my own publication records. To know about 

other people in my field

to locate papers

to look for & read literature

To look for phenomenolohy high energy physics literature

To look for references and, when possible, to retrieve them.

When this last point is not possible, I try on other systems

like Google or Google Scholar, etc.

to look up papers and conference proceedings

To look up papers.

To compile author lists.

To notice progress on citation of my publications

To obtain references

To post papers

To retrieve full text articles -- it is very convenient to have both the link to the arxiv version 

and the published version.

To retrieve bibliographic information -- cutting and pasting the bibtex for each article instead 

of typing it myself is very useful.

to retrieve information about bibliogrphy and Conference data base

To search efficiently for papers (Spires works, in my opinion, better than ArXiv)

To search for articles (SPIRES),

To check for the new hep-th papers every day (on arXiv)

To search for information relevant to research of my interest 

To search for papers

To search for papers and keep publication list up to date.

To view papers. i believe the search system of spires is slightly superior

compared to arXiv (less number of button selection necessary).

track record of providing reliable information

trust

Typically I use SPIRES to look for citations, then I go and find them elsewhere, e.g., in the 

Up to date information on HEP papers. Links directly to text

used to

used to it

used to it

Used to it

used to it, works fine, contrary to CERN system which is clumsy

Used to search criteria and completeness. Output format convienient for publication lists 



used to the query language since >20 years, easy to use and very complete

useful for fetching full text, latex/bibtex formatted results,

citations and more.  Its a great asset.

User friendly

User friendly  and links to arxiv as well as journals

User-friendliness and completeness 

Using Google with Name OR  , with initial name offer a wide view of information and citations.

NASA ADS interface better on Astroparticle

Spires Hep offer a view of High energy data

usually looking forward to preprints or published articles

Very accurate and up-to-date; fast; easiest system to search for various combinations of titles, 

authors, and dates; also can search  for conferences and other non-publication targets.  Also 

has direct links to journal and preprint servers.  I use SPIRES to find the papers and then their 

direct links to view them--exceedingly useful.  No other system does this.

very complete and helpful fro writing papers (references etc), with links to files

Very complete and quick, it tracks references very well, the interactions are very rapid and 

Very complete, and has the citation measures which helps to filter the best works on a 

Very complete, multiple links, impact counting, friendly interface

very convenient

Very convenient and gives me all the info I want - publication, 

reference, and citation details, direct link to journals, etcetera. 

very convenient. integrated published and preprint papers, even prior ArXiv ones 

Very easy and convenient. 

Citations easy to see.

Very easy to reach and to search both  for authors and date.

very easy to use

very easy to use for standard searches (i.e. if you already know what are you looking for). It 

is also very useful if you want some information on a sub-field different from your area of 

Very good search capabilities and links to fulltext of publications

very immediate: goto URL + one line search string

very user friendly

When we intend to do a new physics experiment, only the SPIRES can give past or current 

information about the thema, quickly and correctly.  

Works and it convenient

Works well

works well


